REPORT

PRATIBIMB’19
WHERE SUCCESS IS A TRADITION
PRATIBIMB’19 is the combination of culture, education and sports where School of Petroleum
Management (SPM) welcomes students from various colleges and gives them an opportunity to showcase
their abilities in the field of their specialization and their passion in cultural & sports activities. The Annual
Fest of SPM includes The Management Quest- CATALYST where students can participate as per their
interest in the field of Marketing (Knitty-Gritty), Operations (AAA-Operation Saga), Finance (Look into
the Future), HR (Shram Shakti) or Stock Trading (Wall Street Mavericks) and other aptitude tests; The
Cultural Fest- REPRISE where participants enjoy being the part of various interesting games like: Real
PubG, Human Foosball, Snap Hunt & Minute to Win it and also to take part in SPM’s version of Talent
round- Managers Got Talent where future managers gets a chance to showcase their inherent talents such
as: Dancing, Singing, Mimicry, Magic, Live Band and much more; The Sports Extravaganza - ENERGY
CUP where participants from various B-School and Corporates compete to showcase their passion in
various sports such as: Cricket, Football, Basketball, Handball, Volleyball, Table Tennis, Chess,
Badminton etc.; The Alumni Meet- ZYPHER in which students of SPM welcomes its alumni to spend
their precious time with juniors to interact with them and to guide them towards their future goals. Also
they meet their mates and seniors/juniors to share their amazing memories of their time & Re-Live the
moment at SPM; last but not the least SPM Annual Fest’s much awaiting event CHAL DHAL- The
Fashion Show witness much love and participants from various colleges. Here, fashion lovers showcase
the latest trends and their creativity in fashion world as per the theme of the event.
PRATIBIMB’19 held from 10th January 2019-13th January 2019. The fest had experienced participants
from various B-Schools of the country. The well-known universities & colleges that have taken part in
SPM’s Annual Fest are: IIM-A, MICA, NIRMA UNIVERSITY, SIBM-PUNE etc. and there were various
colleges of Ahmedabad & Gandhinagar including PDPU participating in the event such as: DAIICT, EDII,
B.K. School of Management, IBS-Ahmedabad, GLS etc.

CATALYST
(THE MANAGEMENT QUEST)
A platform to showcase the management savoir-faire amongst the strives. A nurturing ground of
business and management events concentrating all major domains i.e. HR, Finance, Marketing and
Operations. It is not only limited up to enhancing future potential from leading B-Schools but also
cherishes the stage with the adorable presence of adroit leaders in the key industry and professional
sectors from all over the India.
CATALYST’19, the Management Quest is the main event of SPM Annual Fest- PRATIBIMB’19. As a
Management college we all look towards some interesting Management events to be held where
students from various B-Schools can participate and can get a good hand in their respective fields.
CATALYST’19 has experienced a good number of students from various colleges for taking part into
Management events like: Touch (NGO), Shram Shakti (HR), Quiz Bizz (Quiz), Knitty Gritty
(Marketing), Wall Street Maverick (Stock Market), Into the Future (Finance) and AAA Operation Saga
(Operations).

DAY-01
TOUCH
On the first day of PRATIBIMB 2019, Catalyst commenced with TOUCH. In this, participants explored
the world of social responsibility with those who toil day and night to make this world a better place.
They learned how to develop a strong footing in this new emerging CSR sector and how to grab the
opportunities in the same.

SHRAM SHAKTI
On the first day of PRATIBIMB’19, we witnessed another Management Event- SHRAM
SHAKTI, a competition for all the HR enthusiasts. It consisted of the Case Study Analysis and
Presentation where they presented their views on HR related case and provided impressive
solutions for the same.

DAY-02
QUIZ BIZZ
Day-2 of PRATIBIMB 2019, kick started with Quiz Bizz, A Battle of Knowledge and Wit. This event
witnessed maximum number of participants, making it a Success. Students from various colleges came
over to compete & to check their aptitude through interesting questions asked during the event.

WALLSTREET MAVERICKS
WALLSTREET MAVERICKS, the stock market event gave participants a chance to trade into the
virtual securities and exchange world, but have a realistic experience of trade tussles. They got an
opportunity to understand the dynamic operations of Stock Exchange and developed a knack for
shrewd trading. This event only had online trading & the team which had most profitable portfolio,
won the competition.

KNITTY GRITTY
KNITTY GRITTY, the 2nd event of the Day-02 was a fun event organized for all the Marketing Enthusiasts.
The Participants presented their creative & striking advertisements to compete against each other.

DAY-03
AAA OPERATION SAGA
Day-03 of PRATIBIMB 2019, started with AAA Operations Saga, the event for all the Operations
Maniacs. The event consisted of a Case Study Analysis and Presentation. Participants here, showed
operational skills to present the intensive solutions of the given case & to win over others

REPRISE
(THE CULTURAL FEST)
A spectacular opportunity which endeavors to bring forth the inner flair and provides a platform
to exhibit finesse in front of millions. From tango to tones to canvas to theatricals, it is for the all
the virtuosos out there who are receptacle for emotions that come from all over the place: from
the sky, from the Earth, from the scrap of paper, from a passing shape or from the spider’s web.
REPRISE’19, Cultural Fest part of SPM Annual Fest- PRATIBIMB’19 was a great success with
good number of footfall from various B-school spread across India. REPRISE, this time has
included very different and exciting games for the participants which included: Human Foosball,
Real PubG, Snap Hunt, Minute to Win It and Managers Got Talent.

DAY-01
SNAP HUNT
The Start of REPRISE. SnapHunt dealt with finding clues in the campus and taking snaps along with the
clue (Selfie) and promoting the event by Instagram /Facebook live. The event involved team of 2
members with one member taking snap with the clue and other person doing the Instagram live part. It
involved 3 rounds with difficulty level increasing in the rounds. The Climax of Finding a running
SPIDER-MAN in Round 2 is still one of the best moments of PRATIBIMB-2019.

HUMAN FOOSBALL
It was the very second event of the REPRISE under PRATIBIMB-2019 and was time for some Football
and Entertainment. Foosball, the famous Table Football game of America was the Epitome of the idea.
But, this was some real action where the whole set of circumstances was put upon in the SPM Lawn. With
limited movements of players playing in a team of 6 the event ended with limitless Entertainment. The
Exuberant of the event attracted many on spot teams and ended cheerfully.

DAY-02
REAL PUBG
The Event resembled the war situation of the famous game PubG where number of teams had to fight
with the opponent team to eliminate them. A PubG setup was created where Water-Guns (Pichkaris)
were used as weapons with three teams at a time enters the war zone, find supplies and try to eliminate
the enemies. The game had restricted area of SPM, outside which the player will be eliminated. The New
Kid in the town worked really well with happy faces in the end.

MANAGERS GOT TALENT
It was time for an SPM’s version of hugely successful Talent Series. This show portrayed a huge
variety of talent ranging from singing, dancing, mimicry, magic, live Band and much more. The artists
showed a great spirit of performance and competition at the same time with a mixture of concept, set,
lights, music, grace, coordination, audience interaction and much more. Winners were awarded Prizes
with ART as the ultimate winner.

DAY-03
MINUTE TO WIN IT
The last event for REPRISE had a lot of fun to take away with. The event was inspired by American Prime
time Game show with cash prizes for the winners. The event was divided into smaller fun games of one
minute with increasing hierarchy of cash prizes. 5 teams moved forward to play with the hierarchy of money.
With all those joyful moments and memories, the event REPRISE came to a successful and happy end.

ENERGY-CUP
(THE SPORTS EXTRAVAGANZA)
Keeping up the tradition, this year too, Sports Committee of School of Petroleum Management organized
Energy Cup’19. The event was from 10th -13th January 2019. It was a four day event where several
management colleges and corporates participated. A great interest was observed among the students from
participating colleges. All of them came in large number to enjoy the sports event. The sports which were in
the event were Cricket, Football, Badminton, Volleyball, Chess, Basketball, Throw Ball and Table Tennis.
Ten corporates and nine colleges participated in the event.

“TEAMWORK MAKES THE DREAMWORK”

TEAMS PARTICIPATED
COLLEGES

CORPORATES

NIRMA UNIVERSITY

TCS
ETech
GERMI
ICICI
HIDDEN BRAINS
STERLITE
GSPC
CAPGEMINI

MICA
B.K. SCHOOL
URICM
EDII
IBS
ST. KABIR COLLEGE
KARNAVATI UNIVERSITY

SPM with 65 points, won the Energy cup ‘19.
TCS being Energy cup’s runners up with 51 points.

ZYPHER
(THE ALUMNI MEET)
The Alumni Meet ZEPHYR’19 at PRATIBIMB’19 welcomed the Alumni of School of Petroleum
Management (SPM). The venue of the meet was SPM Campus. The objectives of the meet were to
facilitate, consolidate and coordinate Alumni Activities of SPM. The event started with participation of our
Alumni in Energy Cup’19 .There were teams of alumni for various sports events like football, cricket,
badminton etc. A specialized corner for them was made to note down the memories during their MBA Life
and to click their memories once again with their mates, their seniors & their new juniors. Then the meet
took place where several alumni interacted with the faculties and the juniors present in campus. Everyone
shares their stories about the campus life and their journey in it. Overall it was a fun interacting with them
& enjoying the Gala Dinner with them.

CHAL-DHAL
(THE FASHION SHOW)
CHAL-DHAL, The Fashion Show an event of SPM Annual Fest –PRATIBIMB’19 had witnessed
participations from various colleges. There were 44 participants consists of 4 teams who competed on
Sci-Fi theme to win. They showcase their talent in the field of fashion by walking the ramp in various
characters of Sci-Fi movies such as: Harry Potter, Disney, Avengers, Star Wars etc.
The most amazing part of the Chal-Dhal’19 was the ramp walk on Beatboxing.

FLEA-MARKET
Other than Management Quest and other cultural event, every year SPM organize FLEA MARKET for the
students to enjoy the fest evening, chilling up with their friends and enjoying good food.
“Well beginning is half done” is what they say and FLEA MARKET did exactly same by laying a strong
foundation of our Annual Fest- PRATIBIMB’19. Flea market was our kick-start of the event held on 10th
January, 2019.
The event was all about setting up a stall & selling your quirky products with various marketing skills.
Participants have to fight to win “The Best Stall” prize from 34 more competitors, selling various amazing
stuffs of food & beverages, beautiful paintings, jewelries etc.
Flea Market’19 was a great success because of the enthusiastic sellers and visitors of the event.
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